Bulk Pack Tissue Dispenser

Economical dispensing of interleaved bath tissue in a compact design that fits any washroom

KEY OPERATING FEATURES
- **Bulk Pack**: Dispenser that fits compact tissue paper in sheets
- **Economy**: Feeds the users tissue paper in sheets in convenient size
- **Size**: Compact size that fits in any washroom
- **Colors**: Available in 2 colors, white & black
- **Capacity**: 3 packs of standard bulk tissue

CONSTRUCTION
- **Material**: Tough, easy to clean industrial plastic
- **Locks**: Generic, fixed or proprietary key available

PAPER SPECIFICATIONS
- **Sheet length**: 111mm
- **Sheet width**: 89mm

DISPENSER SPECIFICATIONS
- **Height**: 341mm
- **Length**: 124mm
- **Width**: 171mm

Large window on the lid for advertising

Compact design and easy loading to save labor
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